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Some facts from Fukushima

CSBO

•Unavailability of plant data

•Inoperability of active 
systems

•Impossibility of remote 
actuation

Long 
timing

•Running out of cold tanks

•Saturation of heat storing 
capacity



Lesson learned

Besides the peculiarities, the facts found on the Fukushima 

events clearly showed two things:

• an accident sequence may be more complex, or lasting-

in-time than foreseen;

• the impossibility of actuating countermeasures properly, 

or in due time, must be accounted. Even in case of a 

“perfect” implementation of the nuclear safety culture at 

large (education, training and preparedness of the 

operators).



Thinking the unthinkable?

As an example of combination of complex initiating events, 

impacting also on the operators’ ability to control the 

reactor, there is a cyber attack to a nuclear facility through 

virus infection (such as at the nuclear plant at Bushehr in 

Iran, infected by the Stuxnet virus).

A cyber attack could sabotage a facility into conditions even 

worse than the ones due to CSBO (lack of plant data, reactor 

control inhibited to operators) by simultaneously 

introducing errors in logic and in the decisions of the 

operator, as a result of incorrect information.

Yukiya Amano itself, the director general of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency, has expressed concern about this 

new potential security/safety issue.



So what?

The impact of the Fukushima events clearly show that the 

people is no more disposed to accept the concept of risk 

when thinking about a nuclear facility.

Since Three Mile Island the defense-in-depth philosophy has 

been thoroughly implemented in every nuclear installation.

Anyhow, it’s time now to stress with the people the point 

that – while we cannot eliminate the concept of risk, we can 

limit it to the utility owing the plant.

The effects of whatever event occurring must be confined 

into the plant, without involving its barriers, as if the plant 

were “pre-sheltered” from its construction.



Gen-IV Safety goals

We find this explicitly stated in the “Generation IV 

Technology Roadmap”:

Safety and Reliability–1 Generation IV nuclear energy

systems operations will excel in

safety and reliability.

Safety and Reliability–2 Generation IV nuclear energy

systems will have a very low

likelihood and degree of reactor

core damage.

Safety and Reliability–3 Generation IV nuclear energy

systems will eliminate the need for

offsite emergency response.
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Core damage and evacuation

SAFETY

Prevention

Countermeasures 
for recovering 

initiating events

Provisions for 
long-term

stable cooling

Mitigation

Management
of corium

Avoiding of
re-criticality



The twofold strategy of “Prevention” relies on:

• conceiving a system able to passively/intrinsically 
react to every initiating cause, standing all possible 
conditions (including unprotected transients) up to 
the reaching of the “hot shutdown” (as in LWRs);

• designing provisions able to operate passively (and, 
possibly, even passively actuated) so to manage the 
cooling of the system preserving its integrity in the 
long-term (as up to the “cold shutdown” in LWRs).

The main philosophy behind “Mitigation” is:

• prevent corium re-aggregation and ensure its 
cooling to protect structurals containing it.

Prevention and Mitigation



Impact on core design

Prevention

• Countermeasures for recovering initiating events:

� enhanced negative reactivity coefficients,

� passively actuated & operated SCRAM systems,

� accommodation of transient excursions;

• Provisions for long-term stable cooling:

� design complying with thermal regime for 
passive heat removal by natural convection.

Mitigation

• Management of corium & avoiding of re-criticality:

� foresee the proper disposal and cooling of 
molten core



“Safety-oriented” design route

prevention

mitigation

Lattice design Core design

Natural 
circulation

Reactivity 
coefficients

Erosion 
protection

Fuel & 
cladding 

temperature
PCMI

Mechanical 
and thermal 

cladding 
stresses

Reactivity 
coefficients

Overall 
harmonization 

and 
optimization

Pin design

Feedbacks 

on fuel pin 

geometry Feedbacks on 

pins lattice 

arrangement
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The ELFR - Use of MOX fuel

Despite the availability of different fuel options, it is 

preferable to adopt MOX: as a matter of fact, because of its 

density, it is possible to exclude sinking – hence the need for 

a core catcher –, having instead the fuel dispersed into the 

pool, dragged by the coolant.

Furthermore, the floating of the MOX implies the molten 

fuel does not pass through the rest of the core, which is a 

mechanism known for enhancing further avalanche melting.



The ELFR - Use of MOX fuel

Once the core is dispersed into the coolant, the high boiling 

and melting temperatures of lead allow for a twofold safety 

protection:

• the persistence of a containment for the corium, 

preventing the latter from aggressing the steel of the 

tank;

• the formation of a “cold melting pot”, maintaining still 

the fuel while evacuating the decay heat through the 

mass of frozen lead by conduction.

Coolant-dependent feature

Provision for mitigation – goal 5



The ELFR - Low linear rating

Referring to MOX properties, a maximum linear power 

rating is set so to account for a sufficient margin for fuel 

temperature against melting.

The proper margin is evaluated considering the need to 

accommodate all the fuel temperature excursions, mainly 

due to Unprotected Transients Of Power (UTOP).

Optimization can be iteratively done at a second stage.

Coolant-independent feature

Provision for prevention – goal 3 (UTOP)



The ELFR - Pins lattice

Depending on the average linear power rating and the 

active height, the coolant flow area around the pins can be 

determined.

Passive heat removal can be achieved by exploiting the high 

absolute density variation of lead with temperature, rather 

than relying on tall chimneys which complicate (or make 

expensive) the design of the primary system.

According to this, the pins lattice is fixed assuming low 

coolant velocities in operating conditions, resulting also in 

low nominal pressure drops through the core.



The ELFR - Pins lattice

The respect of a target pressure drop through the core 

promotes natural circulation, so to bring the system to 

acceptable thermal regimes during

Unprotected Losses Of Flow (ULOF)

with the desired grace time.

From a neutronic point of view,

lead properties permit facing the

increased coolant volume fraction,

while keeping a hard spectrum.

Coolant-dependent feature

Provision for prevention – goals 3 (ULOF) & 4

�
�� � 1.43



The ELFR - core performances

The hard neutron spectrum allows for a low equilibrium 

concentration of MA in the fuel,

as well as for iso-breeding with a

moderate Pu content.

It is therefore possible to operate

the ELFR as an “adiabatic” reactor with no significant 

detriment to the safety parameters of the system.

Element at.%

U 80.6

Pu 18.1

MAs 1.3

Parameter Adiabatic ELFR Start-up ELFR

βeff [pcm] 320 340

Doppler constant [pcm] -760 ~ -900



Dummy

elementsOuter

core

Inner

core

Control

rod

Safety

rod

The ELFR - core performances

The ELFR core is designed 

so to allow the possibility 

of its adiabatic operation, 

with:

• cycle = 2.5 y

• BG ≡ 0

• ∆
 � 0.66 $
(maximum swing = 0.8 $)

� worth of 1 CR << 1 $!

Coolant-dependent feature

Provision for prevention – goals 1 & 3 (UTOP)



The density of Lead inhibits the 

insertion of CRs by gravity, while 

allows for their passive actuation

by buoyancy.

According to this, the CRs – cooled by 

primary lead – can be designed so to 

enter the core from the bottom.

Playing with plenum volume, it is 

possible to adjust the Archimedean 

force, hence tune the insertion speed 

according to safety requirements.
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The ELFR - passive CR system



Besides the passive operation of this SCRAM system, 

provisions must be adopted for their fully passive actuation.

The easiest solution, is thinking at temperature-dependent 

locking mechanisms, duly positioned and dimensioned to 

respond soon enough, while limiting spurious actuations.

Other passive, diverse SCRAM systems are under study, all 

passively actuated, but relying on different phenomena, for 

an early passive response to more initiating events (e.g.: 

loss of primary pumps).

The ELFR - passive CR system

Coolant-independent feature

Provision for prevention – goal 2



The ELFR - passive CR system

The withdrawn positioning of the CRs below the core 

implies also that, in case of axial expansion of the core –

pushed downwards by the dilation of the inner vessel and 

FA structure – the differential dilation of the CR drives 

implies a relative insertion of the CRs into the active 

region (instead of the typical extraction of control systems 

positioned above the core), providing further anti-

reactivity to the other physical and geometrical feedback 

effects (instead of positive reactivity counterbalancing the 

negative feedbacks).

Coolant-dependent feature

Provision for prevention – goal 1



The ELFR - coolant void effect

The high boiling point – higher than the melting one for 

steels – implies no realistic scenario exists for the 

complete voiding of the core (ONLY the core) in a LFR.

This provides wide margins in the management of 

transients implying important excursions of the coolant 

temperature, and in particular every time natural 

circulation sets up (as in case of ULOF or during decay heat 

removal).

Coolant-dependent feature

Provision for prevention – goals 3 (ULOF) & 4



The ELFR - coolant void effect

Furthermore, excluding lead boiling means – once the 

tank has been properly designed together with its safety 

tank – excluding the loss of coolant from the system.

This means that a carrier for taking the heat out from the 

system is always present. At the very least, exchanging 

heat to water or air directly injected into the tank.

Coolant-dependent feature

Provision for mitigation – goal 5



The ELFR - active height

The positive reactivity component of the coolant density 

effect in LFRs is made of a combination of two main 

contributions:

• the lack of absorptions in the coolant, and

• the absolute increase of even-nuclide fissions due to 

neutron spectrum hardening

These effects are enhanced according to the coolant 

volume fraction in the elementary cell, which, in a LFR, is 

higher than in a SFR because of the lower heat removal 

capability of lead and lower coolant velocity allowed 

through the core with respect to sodium.



Besides the fact that moderation and absorption weigh 

less in LFR than in other systems, these are physical 

properties and cannot be (easily) adjusted.

On the other hand, good results can be retrieved by acting 

on the reduction of the active height, which represents 

the main design strategy for LFRs, in order to:

• narrow the fuel pins, hence reduce the coolant VF;

• decrease the axial buckling, hence increase the leakage 

in combination with the optical thinning of the system.

The ELFR - active height

Coolant-dependent feature

Provision for prevention – goal 1



Conclusions

• Aiming at fully complying Gen-IV safety requirements –

even in case of Fukushima-like events –, prevention and 

mitigation strategies must be stressed in FR design.

• The safety of Lead-cooled Fast Reactors can rely on 

intrinsic features due to the coolant, such as:

• the practical impossibility of Lead boiling, hence the 

unreliability of core (only) voiding for wide safety 

margins, and the retention of corium;

• the high density of lead, for the buoyancy of Control 

Rods (allowing their safe positioning below the core), 

and the dispersion of molten core up to the setting 

up of a “cold melting pot”



Conclusions

• the possibility to adopt wide coolant channels for 

encouraging natural circulation, without affecting the 

hardness of the neutron spectrum;

• the hard neutron spectrum allows the adiabatic 

operation of LFRs (which implies minimal criticality 

swings even through long cycles) with small amounts 

of Mas (hence with a negligible detriment to the 

safety features);

• an effective reduction of the coolant density effect 

simply through the shortening of the active height.



The Adiabatic reactor concept

Homogeneous

reprocessing:

Actinides

vs

all the rest

Alternatively:

Depleted 

Uranium

Interesting also for

proliferation resistance

The actual 

closure of 

the fuel cycle 

requires a 

reactor able 

to manage a 

fuel whose 

composition 

is the one 

resulting 

from the 

reprocessing 

of its own 

waste.



The Adiabatic reactor concept

Reference:

C. Artioli, G. Grasso & C. Petrovich

A new paradigm for core design

aimed at the sustainability of

nuclear energy: The solution of the

extended equilibrium state.

Ann. Nucl. En. 37:915-922 (2010)

The idea behind the adiabatic reactor concept is the s.c.

extended equilibrium state, that is: the maintaining of a 

constant isotopic composition of the fuel through in pile 

irradiation, cooling, reprocessing and fabrication (except 

for Uranium).
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